AlphaServer 8200 & 8400 DWLPB

Motherboard Installation Instructions

The purpose of this document is to supply basic removal and replacement instructions for the DWLPB Motherboard.

Refer to illustration Figure (1) and detailed instructions for removal and/or replacement of motherboard, ref p/n 54-24721-01.

Refer to illustration Figure (2) for special instructions when replacing with a revision “B” or earlier motherboard, ref p/n 54-24721-01.

Order Number: EK-DWLPB-MA. A01

Digital Equipment Corporation
Maynard, Massachusetts
DIS-ASSY / ASSEMBLY

REMOVE: FILTER CAN 12-4778-01
REMOVE: ALL PC-EISA CARDS
REMOVE: 5×-2378-01 DAUGHTER BOARD
DISCONNECT 2 FLAT HEAD SCREWS FROM CONN. (SEE DETAIL "A")
REMOVE 12 SMD SCREWS FROM MOTHER BOARD
GRASP POST "A" WITH LEFT HAND.
AND BACK EDGE OF BOARD "B" WITH RIGHT HAND.
LIFT EDGE "C" APPROX 30 DEGREES, MAKING SURE THE MOTHER BOARD CLEARS THE * CARD GUIDE SHOWN.
INSTALL IN REVERSE ORDER, ENSURING MOTHER BOARD IS HELD CLOSE TO * CARD GUIDE.
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FIGURE 2